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OPINION AND ORDER 
 
            The claimant appeals a decision of the Administrative Law 

Judge filed on December 5, 2018. The Administrative Law Judge found that 

(1) the claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she 

is permanently and totally disabled; (2) the claimant failed to prove by the 
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same standard that she is entitled to wage loss benefits in this matter; and 

(3) the claimant’s attorney is not entitled to an attorney fee in this matter 

based on the above finding[s] and conclusion[s]”.  After our de novo review 

of the entire record, the Full Commission finds that the claimant has proven 

by a preponderance of the evidence that she is entitled to a ten percent 

(10%) wage-loss benefit.

            I.  HISTORY 

  The claimant, now 64 years old, sustained admittedly 

compensable injuries to her neck, back, and wrists (bilateral carpal tunnel).  

The claimant testified that on June 3, 2011, she was injured when an office 

chair collapsed while she was sitting in it.    

  The claimant initially received treatment from Dr. Waseem 

Shah at Jefferson Regional Medical Center on the day of the work accident.  

X-rays of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar spine, taken during this initial 

visit, revealed no fractures.  The claimant was diagnosed with strain of neck 

muscle, shoulder strain, strain of thoracic region, strain of lumbar region 

and headache.  Dr. Shah removed the claimant from work as a result of this 

visit. 

  The claimant began seeing Dr. Brent Sprinkle on August 9, 

2011.  Dr. Sprinkle planned an MRI and bone scan and returned the 

claimant to work with restrictions.  A lumbar spine MRI taken on August 22, 

2011 revealed the following: 
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IMPRESSION:  Mild spinal stenosis at L3-L4 
and L4-L5 due to bulging disc which are mild in 
degree and facet arthritis. 
 
Moderate right foraminal stenosis at L4-5. 
 

  An EMG performed on August 29, 2011 showed 

electrodiagnostic evidence consistent with a mild bilateral sensory and 

motor focal medium neuropathy at the wrist.  Based on this test result, Dr. 

Sprinkle referred the claimant to Dr. Jeanine Andersson to treat the 

claimant’s bilateral carpal tunnel syndrome.  Dr. Sprinkle also noted, “[She] 

does not want to pursue any injection options[.] [S]he [is] likely [to] be at 

maximum medical improvement from my standpoint. She need[s] to have 

an FCE to identify her work tolerance”. 

  The claimant first saw Dr. Andersson on September 19, 2011.  

Dr. Andersson assessed the claimant with bilateral mild carpal tunnel 

syndrome and recommended bilateral volar wrist cock-up splints to wear at 

nighttime and 12-day Medrol Dosepak.  On May 18, 2012, the claimant 

underwent a left carpal tunnel release.  Dr. Andersson placed the claimant 

at maximum medical improvement August 2, 2012. 

  On October 11, 2012, Dr. Andersson saw the claimant and 

recommended a right carpal tunnel release which was performed on 

November 7, 2012.  The claimant was released to return to full duty work on 

December 13, 2012. 
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  Dr. Kenneth Rosenzweig determined that the claimant was at 

maximum medical improvement as it related to her back on April 16, 2013.  

Dr. Rosenzweig noted, “I would not recommend back surgery on her.  In my 

opinion, it would be unlikely to improve her pain or function.”  An impairment 

rating of 7% was assessed for the claimant’s lumbar spine based on AMA 

Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Impairment, Fourth Edition, Section 

2C, Page 113. 

  The claimant underwent a Functional Capacity Evaluation 

(hereinafter, “FCE”) on September 14, 2015.  The FCE yielded an 

unreliable effort by the claimant, but placed her in the sedentary work 

classification.   

  The claimant sought treatment on her own from her primary 

care physician, Dr. Manuel Kelly, who referred the claimant to Dr. Edie 

Jaggars, who is a neurosurgeon.  The claimant saw Dr. Jaggars on 

September 12, 2016 with complaints of low back pain.  Dr. Jaggars 

recommended a lumbar fusion, subject to clearance from the claimant’s 

cardiac care physician.  The claimant did not undergo the lumbar fusion due 

to concerns about her congestive heart failure condition. 

  The claimant exercised her right to a one-time change of 

physician and began treating with Dr. Mikhail Ivanovsky.  Dr. Ivanovsky 

noted that the claimant had failed conservative treatment and 
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recommended an initial diagnostic genicular nerve block.  However, this 

treatment was denied by the carrier. 

  The claimant returned to work and worked as a dispatcher.  

The claimant’s duties as a dispatcher included answering the phone and 

scheduling buses and routes.  The claimant testified that she was in 

significant pain and reached a point where she could no longer bear it.  The 

claimant resigned her position with the respondent-employer effective 

November 28, 2011. 

  Regarding her education, the claimant testified that she is a 

high school graduate and completed two years of business school, 

receiving a certificate following said completion.  Additionally, the claimant 

earned certification as a nursing assistant.  The claimant offered testimony 

that her work experience prior to working for the respondent-employer 

included working in an aircraft factory, selling shoes, working as a cashier 

at a gas station, and driving a school bus.  The claimant also operated a 

small clothing business for several years, where she was responsible for 

sewing clothes, purchasing materials, and performing the accounting 

functions for the business.  The claimant began with the respondent-

employer as a bus driver and moved to a position as a driver trainer, which 

is the position she held at the time of the workplace accident. 

       A pre-hearing order was filed on May 9, 2018.  The claimant 

contends that she sustained multiple injuries (including her knees) when an 
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office chair collapsed.  Due to pain, she was unable to continue working.  

The claimant is willing to undergo a rehabilitation evaluation at the 

respondent’s expense; however, she does not think it would be feasible. 

   Respondents No. 1 contend that they have paid all 

appropriate benefits.  Any knee injury has been denied.  The claimant 

voluntarily left the respondent’s employment.  The claimant’s functional 

capacity evaluation (FCE) was invalid.  The claimant is capable of working.  

Respondent No. 2 deferred to the outcome of litigation.  

  The parties agreed to litigate permanent and total disability or 

wage loss in excess of the rating; Fund liability; and attorney’s fees. 

 After a hearing, an Administrative Law Judge filed an opinion 

on December 5, 2018.  The Administrative Law Judge found that the 

claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she is 

permanently and totally disabled; the claimant failed to prove by the same 

standard that she is entitled to wage loss benefits in this matter; and the 

claimant’s attorney is not entitled to an attorney fee in this matter based on 

the above finding and conclusion. The claimant appeals these findings to 

the Full Commission. 

 II.  ADJUDICATION 

       A.  Permanent and Total Disability Benefits 

  Pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-519(e)(1) (Repl. 2002), 

"permanent total disability means inability, because of compensable injury 
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or occupational disease, to earn any meaningful wages in the same or other 

employment."  The burden of proof is on the employee to prove inability to 

earn any meaningful wages in the same or other employment. A.C.A. §11-

9-519(e)(2).  Permanent total disability shall be determined in accordance 

with the facts. Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-519(c). 

  On September 24, 2015, Dr. Ahmadi released the claimant to 

return to sedentary work.  Additionally, the FCE indicates that the claimant 

is able to perform at least sedentary work.  Thus, the evidence 

preponderates that the claimant is able to earn meaningful wages.  

Therefore, we find that the claimant has failed to prove by a preponderance 

of the evidence that she is entitled to permanent and total disability benefits. 

  B.  Wage Loss Benefits 

  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-522 provides in pertinent part: 

(b)(1) In considering claims for permanent partial 
disability benefits in excess of the employee’s 
percentage of permanent physical impairment, 
the Workers’ Compensation Commission may 
take into account, in addition to the percentage 
of permanent physical impairment, such factors 
as the employee’s age, education, work 
experience, and other matters reasonably 
expected to affect his or her future earning 
capacity. 
 

  When a claimant has been assigned an anatomical 

impairment rating to the body as a whole, the Commission has the authority 

to increase the disability rating, and it can find a claimant totally and 
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permanently disabled based upon wage loss factors.  Milton v. K-Tops 

Plastic Mfg. Co., 2012 Ark. App. 175, 392 S.W.3d 364 (Ark. App. 2012).  

The wage loss factor is the extent to which a compensable injury has 

affected the claimant’s ability to earn a livelihood.  Id.  The Commission is 

charged with the duty of determining disability based upon a consideration 

of medical evidence and other matters affecting wage loss, such as the 

claimant’s age, education, and work experience.  Id.  In considering factors 

that may affect an employee’s future earning capacity, the court considers 

the claimant’s motivation to return to work, since a lack of interest or a 

negative attitude impedes our assessment of the claimant’s loss of earning 

capacity.  Id. 

  So long as an employee, subsequent to his injury, has 

returned to work, has obtained other employment, or has a bona fide and 

reasonably obtainable offer to be employed at wages equal to or greater 

than his average weekly wage at the time of the accident, he or she shall 

not be entitled to permanent partial disability benefits in excess of the 

percentage of permanent physical impairment established by a 

preponderance of the medical testimony and evidence.  Ark. Code Ann. 

§11-9-522(b)(2) (Repl. 2012).  The employer or its workers’ compensation 

insurance carrier has the burden of proving the employee’s employment, or 

the employee’s receipt of a bona fide offer to be employed, at wages equal 
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to or greater than his or her average weekly wage at the time of the 

accident.  Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-522(c)(1). 

  The Full Commission finds that the claimant is entitled to 

wage-loss benefits.  The claimant was given a 7% permanent impairment 

rating for her lumbar spine by Dr. Rosenzweig.  At the time of the hearing, 

the claimant was sixty-four years old.  The claimant’s education consists of 

completion of high school, 2 years of business school, and a nursing 

assistant certification.  The claimant’s work experience prior to working for 

the respondent consisted of factory work, retail sales, cashiering, and 

operating a small clothing business.  The claimant worked for the 

respondent-employer as a bus driver and, subsequently, as a driver trainer. 

  Since the workplace accident, the claimant has not been able 

to earn meaningful wages in the same or other employment.  The claimant 

testified that she is unable to perform even light duty work because of 

severe pain.  The claimant’s complaints of pain are corroborated by Dr. 

Jaggars’ recommendation that the claimant undergo a lumbar fusion and 

Dr. Ivanovsky’s opinion that the claimant needed additional pain 

management treatment.  In addition, the claimant’s carpal tunnel problems 

make sedentary work problematic.   

  Respondents No. 1 contend that they made a bona fide offer 

of employment to the claimant.  We find that a bona fide offer of 

employment was not made.  In Wal-Mart v. Keys, 2012 Ark. App. 559, 423 
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S.W.3d 683 (2012), the Court of Appeals discussed whether the company’s 

offer of employment was bona fide, where she was assigned duties which 

exceeded her physical limitations, and that she was not assigned the door 

greeter position despite an offer to do so. The court stated that a bona fide 

offer of employment requires that the employee must be capable of 

performing the required job activities. 

  In the present matter, following her compensable injury, the 

claimant was not able to perform her job duties of a bus trainer.  As a bus 

trainer, the claimant was responsible for training bus drivers to get their 

commercial drivers’ licenses, work in the office as the dispatcher, and 

manage the special needs buses.  The claimant testified that she returned 

to work for the respondent-employer for one day, but because of her pain 

level she was not able to perform her job duties.  The claimant continued to 

seek medical treatment after this day back at work and did not return to 

employment with the respondent or any other employer.  Dr. Jaggars 

recommended that the claimant undergo a lumbar fusion and Dr. 

Rosenzweig recommended that the claimant undergo a right knee 

arthroscopic evaluation and debridement, noting the likely need for 

chondroplasty and synovectomy with a partial meniscectomy.  The claimant 

has not undergone either of the recommended surgical procedures.  In 

addition, the claimant continues to be treated by Dr. Kelly for pain 

management.   
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  The claimant underwent an FCE that placed her at the 

sedentary work level.  Some of the duties of a bus trainer, which is the only 

position offered to the claimant, go beyond the level of sedentary work.  The 

respondents did not offer the claimant a position that she was capable of 

performing.  Therefore, the respondents failed to prove that they made a 

bona fide offer of employment to the claimant.  Thus, the claimant is not 

barred from receiving wage-loss benefits. 

  Based on the aforementioned, the claimant’s future earning 

capacity has been affected by her compensable injuries.  Therefore, we find 

that the claimant is entitled to a ten percent (10%) wage-loss benefit. 

  III. Conclusion  

  Based on our de novo review of the entire record, the Full 

Commission finds that the claimant proved by the preponderance of the 

evidence that she is entitled to a ten percent (10%) wage-loss benefit.  The 

claimant failed to prove by a preponderance of the evidence that she is 

entitled to permanent and total disability benefits.  The claimant’s attorney is 

entitled to fees for legal services in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-

715 (a) (Repl. 2012).  For prevailing on appeal to the Full Commission, the 

claimant’s attorney is entitled to an additional fee of five hundred dollars 

($500), pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-715(b) (Repl. 2012). 
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 IT IS SO ORDERED. 

 
 

SCOTTY DALE DOUTHIT, Chairman 
         
     
 
        
    M. SCOTT WILLHITE, Commissioner 
 
 
 
Commissioner Palmer concurs and dissents. 

 

Concurring and Dissenting Opinion 

I respectfully concur with the majority finding that the claimant 

failed to prove that she is permanently and totally disabled as a result of her 

June 3, 2011, compensable injury.  The claimant was released to return to 

sedentary duty.  Further, the claimant, a licensed minister, testified that she 

provides spiritual counseling and that she prays with people both at the 

pulpit every Sunday and over the phone.  Therefore, by her own testimony, 

the claimant has shown that she can perform, at the very least, sedentary 

telephone work, and is, therefore, not permanently and totally disabled.  

I dissent from the majority finding that the employer failed to 

offer the claimant employment within her restrictions at the same or greater 

wages, and that she is, therefore, entitled to wage loss benefits.  Following 
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her June, 2011, injury, the claimant continued to work for the respondent-

employer school district performing light duty office tasks until her being 

approved for Social Security Disability benefits.  On November 28, 2011, 

the claimant voluntarily resigned her position with the District.  The claimant 

admitted that she was making the same wages and working the same 

hours at the time she resigned.  The claimant has not sought employment 

with the District since she resigned in November of 2011.  The majority 

conclusion is, therefore, not supported by the evidence. 

                                                                             
 
                                                 ___________________________________ 
                                                 CHRISTOPHER L. PALMER, Commissioner
      

 

     

 
 
 
 


